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Macquarie University, MNC Group and MNC University  
Have Agreed to Collaborate on Education Development 

Jakarta, 12 July 2022 – Macquarie University, MNC Group, and MNC University have agreed to collaborate to 
widen their impact on the academic and professional areas. This partnership among the three parties  
are aimed to create the following programs: 

• Guest Lecture and Staff Mobility Programs 

• Student Internship for Macquarie University 
Students 

• Participation in Businesses Innovation 
Workshops and Events 

• Professional Development and Training 
Programs 

• Joint Innovation and Pitch Events with the 
Macquarie Incubator 

• Partner Sponsorship Opportunities 

• Study Tour and Student Mobility Programs 

• Philanthropic Endeavours 

• Exchange of Staff 

• Joint Research Activities 

• Joint Conferences and Other Academic Meetings 

• Joint Community Development Program 

• Exchange of Academic Materials and 
Information 

• Exchange of Students  

To mark the collaboration, MNC Group and MNC University welcomed the representatives from Macquarie 
University who came to Jakarta to attend the Appreciation Gathering for the MoU Signing between Macquarie 
University and MNC Group, as well as for the exchange of token of appreciation between MNC University and 
Macquarie University. The event was attended by Hary Tanoesoedibjo as the Executive Chairman of MNC Group, 
Jessica Herliani Tanoesoedibjo as the Chairwoman of Hary Tanoesoedibjo Foundation, Mariati Tirta Wiyata as the 
Rector of MNC University. From Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia, attendees include Professor S Bruce 
Dowton, Vice Chancellor and President of Macquarie University; Mr Matt Monkhouse, Director Southeast Asia & 
Eurasia; Ms Hedda Paisley, Executive Director Philanthropy; and Ibu Endah Handini, Country Manager – 
Indonesia.  

In his remarks, Hary stated, “As a media company which also contributes to education through MNC University, 
MNC Group realizes that we need to bridge the gap between professional demands and the skills of our university 
graduates. Our major goal is to provide knowledgeable and skillful human resources to build the country through 
their areas of expertise.”     
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Professor S Bruce Dowton, Vice Chancellor and President of Macquarie University touched on the importance of 
innovation, internationalisation, employability and lifelong learning. “Macquarie University’s engagement with 
Indonesia is driven by partnerships and mutually beneficial outcomes. Macquarie University regards Indonesia as 
a priority country. Whilst Macquarie welcomes many Indonesian students to campus each year and maintains ties 
with the many alumni back in Indonesia (and throughout the world) we particularly value the mutually beneficial 
relationships developed within Indonesia - partnerships such as the one with MNC where we can together equip 
students to succeed in Industry 4.0 and beyond”. Ranked in the top 100 and top 150 universities globally (2022 QS 
rankings) for Accounting and Finance and Media and Communications respectively, the partnership with MNC 
provides exciting opportunities for all involved.  

Macquarie University, MNC Group and MNC University have agreed to conduct 14 joint activities to create more 
opportunities for both the academic and professional communities. The three parties are optimistic about this 
partnership as this would allow MNC Group to deepen its experiences and skills in conducting its business with 
more innovations, and on the other hand, would also give more opportunities for Macquarie University and MNC 
University students to expand their academic and non-academic contributions through the agreed activities, such 
as joint research and student exchange programs.  

The background of the collaboration 

As a well-established investment company having three strategic businesses in Media, Financial Services, and 
Entertainment Hospitality, MNC Group is believed to be an ideal partner for Macquarie University to expand its 
collaboration. Together with MNC University, Macquarie University is determined to scale up and bring impactful 
programs to the broader society.  

This partnership between Macquarie University, MNC Group, and MNC University is hoped to be the beginning of 
many great joint programs in the future.  

About Macquarie University 

Located in Sydney, Australia in the heart of Australia’s largest high-technology precinct, Macquarie University is 
recognised as one of Australia’s best. Ranked among the top 1% or top 200 universities in the world, Macquarie 
University is a fully comprehensive research-intensive university internationally recognised for teaching and 
research excellence. Producing graduates that are among the most sought-after professionals in the world with a 
strong tradition of innovation and exploration, we continue to break new ground with research additionally 
ranked in the top one per cent globally. Renowned for expertise in areas like business, media & communications, 
IT, cyber security, engineering, science, humanities, medicine and health sciences, Macquarie offers a wide range 
of exceptional undergraduate, postgraduate and higher degree research degrees informed by world leading 
research discoveries. With its visionary idea, Macquarie University has set 5 future-shaping research priorities, 
which are Healthy People, Resilient Societies, Prosperous Economies, Secure Planet, and Innovative Technologies.  
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About MNC University 

As one of the largest media companies in South-East Asia, yet having its roots in Indonesia, MNC Group realizes 
its role in contibuting to the nation’s growth. Driven by an unyielding determination to develop the next 
generation in Indonesia, MNC University, a private university in Jakarta, Indonesia, was established. 

With a commitment to providing high-standard education, MNC University is eager to keep improving its quality. 
Intending to bridge the gap between formal education and professional demands, MNC University offers 8 study 
programs that will equip the students with relevant knowledge and hands-on skills. The study programs are: 
Bachelor of Communication Science, Bachelor of Visual Communication Design, Bachelor of Information System, 
Bachelor of Computer Science, Bachelor of Management, Bachelor of Accounting, Bachelor of Mathematics 
Education, and Bachelor of English Education.  

For further information, please contact: 

DISCLAIMER 

By accepting this Press Release, you agree to be bound by the restrictions set out below. Any failure to comply with 
these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. 

The information and opinions contained in this Press Release have not been independently verified, and no representation 
or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness 
or correctness of, the information or opinions contained herein. It is not the intention to provide, and you may not rely on 
this Press Release as providing, a complete or comprehensive analysis of the condition (financial or other), earnings, 
business affairs, business prospects, properties or results of operations of The Company or its subsidiaries. The information 
and opinions contained in this Press Release are provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject to change 
without notice. Neither The Company (including any of its affiliates, advisors and representatives) nor the underwriters 
(including any of their respective affiliates, advisors or representatives) shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever 
(in negligence or otherwise) for the accuracy or completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, any information or opinions 
contained herein nor for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this Press Release. 

In addition, the information contained in this Press Release contains projections and forward-looking statements that 
reflect The Company's current views with respect to future events and financial performance. These views are based on a 
number of estimates and current assumptions which are subject to business, economic and competitive uncertainties and 
contingencies as well as various risks and these may change over time and in many cases are outside the control of The 
Company and its directors. No assurance can be given that future events will occur, that projections will be achieved, or 
that The Company's assumptions are correct. Actual results may differ materially from those forecasts and projected. 

This Press Release is not and does not constitute or form part of any offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase or 

subscribe for any securities and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract, 

commitment or investment decision in relation thereto. 
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